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CREATIVE ARTS DEPARTMENT
ADA3O/3M

Drama

ADA3M Prerequisite: ADA10, ADA20

Grade 11 Drama focuses on the production and performance of an original piece of work. Through
collaborative creation, students work together to create a play from start to finish. To accomplish
this, students work extensively on character study, scene development and script writing.  Students
also learn the fundamentals of directing.

No Exam

RST 30%

ADD3M

Theatre
Production

ADD3M Prerequisite: ADA10, ADA2O, ADD1O, ADD2O

If you have ever taken time to look through the program of a play or musical, or to view the list of
credits at the end of a movie, you will see that it takes more than just actors to put on a magnificent
show!

This course is designed to provide students with experience in what goes on “behind the scenes” of
a Theatrical Performance (play or musical). Students will be exposed to all aspects of a theatre
production including: set design, costume design, makeup and hair, lighting, sound, and stage
management. Through this experiential course, students will have the opportunity to discover their
own personal area of expertise and to contribute their talents as a functioning part of a backstage
team.

The course will culminate with the live performance of a full play or musical. An interest in
Dramatic Arts and a willingness to work both in and outside of school hours is expected.  This
course ensures you will have a role backstage in this year’s production and are a part of the vibrant
theatre community here at SMT!

No Exam

RST 30%

ATC3O/M
Dance

ATC3M Prerequisite for ATC3M: ATC1O or ACT2O

ATC3O Prerequisite: None

No Exam
RST 30%
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“Life Is Better When You Dance”

Dance is a fun way to promote teamwork, physical fitness, community, friendships, dedication
and positive life skills! In dance, students will be introduced to a variety of dance forms. They
will enhance their dance ability through regular practice, develop choreographic skills and
enhance their theoretical understanding of anatomy, dance history, dance work ethic and
performance. All levels are welcomed from beginner, recreational, intermediate and
competitive!!

Course Outline:
● Introduction to Movement
● Jazz
●Lyrical/Contemporary
● Hip Hop
● Musical Theatre
● Tap
● World Dance
● Guest Teachers
● Performance Opportunities

ASM3M

Media Arts

Prerequisite: ASM2O, AVI2O, AWA2O, AWQ2O

Grade 11 Media Arts offers a rich hands-on experience in the world of Graphic Design, Digital
Illustration, Sound Mixing, and Film. This course is perfect for any budding Graphic Designers,
Animators, or Filmmakers.  ASM3M will challenge your creativity and technical skills as you
work with industry standard tools (Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Premiere, and more!). By the end
of this course you will have a wide-range of portfolio work that includes: web page layouts,
typographic designs, digital illustrations, sound mixes, and more!

You also will have the opportunity to hear from professional artists as they continue to push the

No Exam
RST 30%
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boundaries of what is possible when art and technology collide!

AMG3O/M

Guitar

AMG3O Prerequisite: NONE

AMG3M Prerequisite: AMG2O

“I had no aspirations to be a musician, but I picked up a guitar for two seconds and haven't put it
down since.” - Slash

This course is meant for the guitar player with previous experience. You will have the opportunity
to learn a variety of genres on the guitar such as rock, blues, classical, reggae and jazz. You will
participate in learning activities that develop your ear training and help you understand the
different elements involved in composition.

Also, you will have an opportunity to create a composition and record it using computer
technology.

No Exam
RST 30%

AVI3M Visual
Arts

Prerequisite: AVI10, AVI2O, NAC1O

This course is an intermediate course class for fine artists.  Units of study focus on acrylic 
painting, charcoals, pen and ink, clay sculpture, mixed media, encaustic and a large scale painting.
Art history lessons will be taught during each unit. Virtual field trips to art galleries and a trip to
the National Art Gallery.  If you ever wanted to complete a mural on the walls here at MT, here is
your chance!! 

No Exam
RST 30%

AWQ3O/M

Digital
Photography

AWQ3O Prerequisite: NONE

AWQ3M Prerequisite: AVI1O, AVI2O, AWQ2O

This is a continuation of AWQ2O.  In this course, students will learn how to operate and access the
various functions of modern digital cameras. This will involve acquiring an understanding of
lenses, image file types, exposure settings and other related concepts.
Students will also learn how to enhance and process photographic images using Adobe Photoshop
software. Much of the learning will be done through “hands-on” field experiences.  In addition,

No Exam
RST 30%
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students will be required to participate in discussions, answer questions and participate in the
analysis of photos.

AWA3O

Arts & Crafts

Prerequisite: AWA20 recommended
This course is a hands-on studio based course where students work on mixed media, silk painting,
sewing stuffed animals, clay sculpture, stained glass, and painting.
Students will have the opportunity to create various crafts for their homes, and make great gifts for
family and friends.

Warning: Must not be afraid of getting your hands dirty. This is a messy course! 

No Exam
RST 30%

BUSINESS STUDIES DEPARTMENT
BAF3M
Accounting

Prerequisite: NONE

Want a job once you finish post secondary??

5
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Every business, in every city, in every country of the world employs accounting people!!

If you only take one course in Business Studies, it should be this one!

This is the first time students will be exposed to “accounting”. So many students have
discovered that they absolutely love it and plan to pursue this discipline after high
school. You don’t have to be a math whiz to do well at accounting.  As a matter of fact we
do not advance beyond addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.  Try it….. You’ll
love it!!  What have you got to lose?

If you are planning on going into business studies (whether at University or your own
business) at all after high school, this course is essential.

We cover the entire accounting cycle for a service business in this course.  Journalizing
transactions to completing the financial statements are all covered both manually and on
the computer.  We complement the topics with the use of Google Sheets.  You will be very
comfortable using spreadsheets when you are finished this course.

Take a desk, buckle yourself in, and get ready for the ride of your life!

We have had a lot of grads go on to be successful. Check out what this grad has to say.

BMI3C
Marketing

Prerequisite: NONE

I’m Lovin it! What makes a successful brand? Why do companies pay millions of dollars
for Super bowl ads?  What’s trending in social media advertising? What’s trending in
consumer tastes? Learn and apply the “marketing mix”. Create real promotional campaigns
for Titans Den and other school clubs and events.

Do you prefer Coke or Pepsi?  Lays or Pringles?  Tropicana or No Name?  Conduct real
market research and develop critical thinking skills when analyzing the results and making
recommendations to “management”.

Dragon’s Den and Shark Tank? What makes a great sales pitch? Find out in the Marketing
class with fun competitions throughout the semester. Just do it!

6
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HIP4O
Personal Life
Management
(Money
Management)

Prerequisite: NONE

Parents….. you know that course you said that you wished you had taken in high school or
that you wish they offered in high school?

HERE IT IS!! What if there were a mandatory subject taught in school that could
potentially improve a student’s future happiness, physical and mental health, relationships
and general quality of life.

Learn to manage our personal finances to meet your basic needs after you leave high
school.  Learn how to: invest, save for a car, set up a bank account, apply for loans and
credit cards.

SPECIFIC UNITS INCLUDE:

1.  Goal setting for education, employment, and financial responsibilities

2.  Making decisions after high school with respect to products, payment plans on cell
phones,  personal well being, nutrition, and budgets.

3.  Personal and social responsibilities:  Living independently, workplace rights and
responsibilities, and legal responsibilities.

4.  Economic and personal finances:  What will their pay cheque look like?  Deductions,
income tax, and contract work vs. being an employee.

7
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CONTEMPORARY STUDIES DEPARTMENT
CLU3M

Understanding
Canadian Law

Prerequisite: CHC2D, CHC2P

LAW AFFECTS YOU EVERYDAY!

This course is relevant to students interested in careers as a lawyer, police officer,
politician, social worker, sports agent, paralegal, teacher, journalist, judge,
psychologist, or just generally interested in how law affects society.

Explore the legal issues that affect your life. Learn about the rights and freedoms of
Canadians and how to analyze legal cases and issues. The different types of laws such as
criminal, tort, family, constitutional, contract and administrative law will be explored.

Students are given opportunities to learn through research projects, mock trials and class
discussions on legal issues. Also, students will have an opportunity to observe legal
proceedings on a field trip to the Provincial courthouse

CHW3M

World History
to the 16th
Century

Prerequisite: CHC2D, CHC2P

GLADIATORS, SAMURAI, MUMMIES, GREEK OLYMPICS, GOTHIC CATHEDRALS,
BES, KNIGHTS, CRUSADES, ROMAN BANQUETS, ANCIENT MAYAN BALL
GAMES, THE TAJ MAHAL, THE ART OF WAR BY SUN TZU...

IF ANY OF THIS INTERESTS YOU THEN CHW3M IS FOR YOU!

HSP3C/U
Introduction to
Anthropology,
Psychology and

HSP3C Prerequisite: NONE

HSP3U Prerequisite: ENG2D, CHC2D

Have you ever wondered why people yawn? Why they fight? Why they help others?
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Sociology This course is an introduction to the 3 fields of social science.  Anthropology, the study of
humans as a species and as members of different cultures, is examined through web tours,
documentaries, readings, and a personal culture assignment. Psychology, the study of human
mental processes, including personality and emotion tests, dream analysis, memory and
learning techniques, and a seminar on mental health issues. Sociology, the study of people in
groups, examines the impact of groups on behaviour, conformity, and the roles that we
undertake. Group work, debates, and presentations are an integral part of the course in order
to promote new understanding and personal growth. Discussion, documentaries,
contemporary film, experiments, and the textbook are the main tools of study.

HPC3O
Raising Healthy
Children

Prerequisite: NONE

This course focuses on skills and knowledge parents, guardians and caregivers need, with
particular emphasis on maternal health, pregnancy, birth and the early years of human
development (birth to 6 years old).  Through study and practical experience, students will
learn how to meet the developmental needs of young children, communicate with them and
effectively guide their early behaviour.  Students will develop their research skills through
investigations related to caregiving and child rearing.

No Exam
RST 30%
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COMPUTER STUDIES
ICS3U/C
Introduction to
Computer
Science

Prerequisite: NONE
* Strong Math skills are recommended to be successful in this course. *

Learning to program through Python

Although helpful, grade 10 computer science (ICS2O) is not a prerequisite for this course.
Most students taking this class have no previous programming experience, we start right
from the beginning. No final exam, just a final project. Learn the basics of how to program
by using Python, one of the most in demand programming languages (if you want to learn
Java, take the grade 12 programming class after this!).

Computer programming is not about using computer applications (Word, PowerPoint,
Photoshop) but making computer applications. Virtually all apps you use today are saving
data in the “Cloud”. Using Python learn how to access and update information in a
database and then manipulate that data in your program. Create simple versions of things
like Twitter, Blogs and Instagram. Use microcontrollers to make old school video games,
even make your very own GameBoy cartridge. This course focuses on ensuring that a
methodical process to developing computer programs is followed, to help aid students in
successfully coding programs.

Fundamental programming constructs like variables, if statements, looping, functions and
arrays are taught. Students learn techniques like pseudo-code, flow-charts, test cases and
others to design their program. For your final project, make your very own web enabled
data driven application or video game.

Course website: ics3u.mths.ca

No final exam

Final coding
project worth
30%
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
NBE3C/NBE3U
Understanding
Contemporary
First Nations,
Métis, and Inuit
Voices

NBE3C Prerequisite: ENG2D or ENG2P
NBE3U Prerequisite: ENG2D

NBE is an opportunity to learn about Indigenous cultures and concerns while exploring
literature and media.  Students read a variety of texts, view documentaries and listen to
guest speakers (elders).  Texts include non-fiction articles, self-selected novels,
podcasts, documentaries, etc.  There will also be a chance to attend field trips (Museum,
Friendship centre, Culture days with other schools) and also to study a modern play - not
William Shakespeare. This course meets all regular curriculum expectations in order to
prepare students for either 4C or 4U English

11
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GUIDANCE AND CAREER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
GWL3OD
Coop

Prerequisite: NONE

Want to explore the world of work? Worried about what to do after high school?

Did you know that you can earn up to 12 coop credits throughout your secondary school
career?

Coop can help you decide on a career path while gaining confidence, independence,
communication skills and other essential skills.

Students usually select morning coop (2 credits) or afternoon coop. Students start the
semester in pre- placement classes (usually 7 days) and then they start their jobs. Once a
month, students return for an integration session. Credits depend heavily on completing
workplace hours so attendance is very important. Some of our current students have
benefitted so much from coop that they have taken it twice or even three times to explore
different career paths. Some students benefit from hands-on learning and struggle with
sitting in a classroom for 2 periods a day and in this case coop can be a great solution!

Other benefits:

No exam, no daily school assignments, meet new people, work with mentors, use industry
equipment, build an impressive resume and more.

Since 2007, MTHS Coop has used more than 150 different coop employers throughout the
great City of Ottawa!

Some of our employers this year include: Environment Canada, Hydro Ottawa, Algonquin
College, CHEO, RONA, Ottawa Flying Club, Ottawa School of Art, McDonald Brother’s
Construction, Tulips and Maple, Future Shop, State Farm, IKEA, Shopper’s Drug Mart,

No Exam
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Ross Independent, Nepean Sportsplex, City View Day Care, elementary schools, law firms,
etc.

Click here to see some of our coop students in their coop placements.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
PAF3OF
Personal and
Fitness Activities

Prerequisite: NONE

Are you looking to get fit and develop healthy habits for life?

In PAF30, you will build your overall fitness levels by actively participating in a metabolic
resistance training program (MRT), Cardiovascular Endurance Training (HIIT Training),
and introductory level yoga. You will be working on developing your flexibility through
daily static and dynamic stretching. You will be given opportunities each day to improve
your core strength so you can develop an understanding of dynamic fitness that will help
you attain your personal fitness goals.

In PAF30, you will learn that your health is directly related to how you feel about yourself.
When you love and respect your body, you nourish it (you don’t over or under feed it and
are able to acknowledge that drugs and alcohol are self harming substances).  When you
love and respect your body, you provide it with meaningful exercise (don’t over exercise or
under exercise), and set healthy relationship boundaries. Because you love and respect
your body, you make healthy choices a priority and practice daily to get your body what it
needs to be well.

No Exam

PAF3OM

Personal and
Fitness Activities

Prerequisite: NONE

This course will be of interest to students who are highly motivated to become physically
fit through a personal fitness program. This course focuses on the development of a healthy
lifestyle and participation in a personal fitness program and fitness activities, which have
the potential to engage students' interest throughout their lives while improving the
personal fitness in the areas of ndurance, strength, and weight control. Students will be
encouraged to develop personal competence in a variety of movement skills and will be
given opportunities to practice goal-setting, decision-making, social and interpersonal

14
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skills. 

PPL3O
Healthy and
Active Living
Education

Prerequisite: NONE
Why sit around in the atrium and waste an hour of the day on spare doing nothing? Why
not choose a course where you know you'll enjoy yourself every single day and get some
exercise at the same time? This Grade 11 course is a co-ed environment where students will
continue to enjoy their favourite team, individual, and small group games from the previous
years: Basketball, Volleyball, Soccer, Badminton, Ultimate Frisbee, Hockey and
Co-operative games
In addition to these activities, more individual life-long sporting activities will be areas of
focus: Golf, Curling, Tennis, Billiards, Bowling, Introduction to S.C.U.B.A. and
Self-Defense
Course Cost: $130

No Exam
RST 30%
Course Fee: $130

PPZ3O

Health for Life

Prerequisite: NONE
In this course, students will discover the value of true self esteem, positive self talk, and a
positive mindset to help overcome life’s challenges. As a foundation for the course,
students will discover the connection between positive self image and healthy relationships.
Students will be given tools and strategies to help them cope with everyday stress and
anxiety and learn how to create healthy daily habits for a life of overall wellness.  This
course speaks to all teens regardless of gender, pathway, or interests.  Who wouldn’t want a
tool kit with all of the necessary tips to create a well balanced life of overall health and
wellness.  Using appreciative inquiry, students in this class will be learning about creating
healthy nutrition habits, managing busy schedules, guided meditation techniques, as well as
healthy indoor and outdoor fitness activities including yoga and nature walks.

This course helps students develop a personalized approach to healthy living. Students will
examine the factors that affect their own health and the health of individuals as members of
the community. They will learn about the components of the Vitality approach to healthy
living – an initiative that promotes healthy eating, an active lifestyle, and a positive
self-image. Throughout this course, students will develop the skills necessary to take

No Exam
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charge of and improve their own health, as well as to encourage others to lead healthy lives.
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
SVN3M/E

Environmental
Science

SVN3E Prerequisite: SNC2D, SNC2P, SNC1L, SNC2L

SVN3M Prerequisite: SNC2D, SNC2P

Environmental issues have gained center-stage in economic analysis and policy-making,
and their urgency has opened new opportunities in terms of technological innovation and
entrepreneurship.

This course is designed for students who are interested in further exploring environmental
issues and are considering a career in environmental science.

Topics addressed include:

1)  How the environment impacts our anatomy and physiology;

2) How we can maintain our agricultural lands and forests for future generations;

3) How we can reduce our impact on our planet by exploring the latest
developments in waste reduction and energy conservation.

The ultimate goal of the course is to develop a greater appreciation for God’s creation.

17
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TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
TCJ3E
Construction
Trades and
Welding

Prerequisite: NONE

This course focuses on the working knowledge of trade skills including safety on site, using
tools and machinery, woodworking, basic residential wiring and welding. Students will
learn to create and interpret technical drawings and will plan, design, and fabricate projects.
They will also develop an awareness of environmental and societal issues related to
industry and will explore apprenticeships, postsecondary training, and career opportunities
in the field that may be pursued directly after graduation.
What we do:
Safety on the job
Working at heights
Residential and Commercial construction techniques
Woodworking  and cabinetry
Blueprint reading, project management, measurement and estimating
Residential wiring and electrical systems
Shop Tour

RST: Bedside table or small cabinet

No Exam
RST 30%

TMJ3E

Manufacturing

Focus on
Welding

Prerequisite: NONE

Students design and fabricate products using a variety of processes, tools, and equipment.
Students will learn about job safety, technical drawings, properties and preparation of
materials, and welding techniques.

Projects may include a design challenge, or a fabrication project and will have a heavy
focus on welding including MIG, TIG and Stick processes. Students will learn to use
fastener systems in a variety of materials, understand basic machining and postsecondary
pathways leading to careers in the industry.

No Exam
RST 30%
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Check out the shop

RST: You design it…. You build it!

TEJ3M1

Computer
Engineering

Prerequisite: NONE

Computer Engineering is designed to give students an understanding how the transistor, the
fundamental building block of all modern electronic devices, works. Students start right at
basic principles of how silicon comes together to form a transistor.  Then students learn the
theory and in the engineering lab build by hand, circuits made up of transistors, resistors
and LEDs to build circuits that do useful work for people. Students eventually build a
circuit that can add 2 numbers together. In addition to this, students learn the parts of a
modern PC and practice taking apart and assembling a computer. They then load an
operating system and other applications. Students also build a wired network in the lab and
make their very own CAT5 cable (internet cables). If you are looking to learn the theory of
how modern electronics work and even more importantly, actually build some yourself this
course is for you.

TFJ3C
Hospitality &
Tourism
(Cooking)

Prerequisite: NONE

Explore how inventions and world events change travellers plans. Times have changed yet
motivation factors for travel remain the same. Also further develop your knowledge and
skills related to the food and beverage service sector of the Tourism Industry. Opportunities
to demonstrate a proficiency in using food preparation tools, equipment and safety, plan
meals and menus, create recipes and then present finished food products using competitive
market strategies.
You will bake, cook and make such items as homemade stocks, sauces, sweet bread, scones
and layered squares. You will learn dry and moist heat cooking techniques for vegetables,
meat and fruits. Theory is essential to understanding what makes a recipe successful.
Remember from "scratch" means Standard Culinary Rules and Techniques Create
Happiness!

No Exam
RST 30%
Course Fee: $60
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TTJ3C
Transportation
Tech – Auto
Service

Prerequisite: NONE

Students will have the opportunity to perform service and maintenance procedures on
various vehicle systems.  Explore systems such as engines, brakes, electrical, steering and
suspension.  Students will also learn about possible career opportunities in the
transportation industry.

No Exam

TXJ3E
Hairstyling and
Aesthetics

Prerequisite: NONE

We have a Hairstyling and Aesthetics salon at St. Mother Teresa High School.
For Hairstyling, students will learn hair coloring and highlighting techniques, haircutting,
hairstyling, and event styling.
For Aesthetics, students will learn manicures, shellac nails, nail art, skin care and facials.
Students perform a variety of salon/spa services that meet industry standards using
appropriate material, techniques, and equipment safely and correctly. Students demonstrate
an understanding of the physiology of hair, skin and nails. Students learn about health and
safety standards.
Business practices and strategies are discussed.
This course is aimed for Grade 11 and 12 students. This is a career opportunity or an
interest course. It is recommended but not essential that you take TXJ 2O first.
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FOCUS PROGRAM: EMERGENCY RESPONSE
IDC3O

Police Sciences

IDC4O

Police Services
and Fire
Protection

TPJ3C/TPJ4C

Health Care

Check out the 10 minute video of this Focus Program in action to truly see what it is about!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5s24NZo6EQ

1. Police Sciences (IDC3O)

This course introduces students to the career of a Police Officer. You will train for the
Police physical and aptitude tests, as well as get a general overview of police theory all in
preparation for your CPT – Creating and Solving a Crime Scene!

Each week you will cover three main topic areas:

Physical Training – twice a week, students train for the many physical tests included in the
P.R.E.P. test which is taken at the end of each semester.

Law and Law Enforcement  - Police and Law theory are discussed. Guest speakers from
local law enforcement agencies (Ottawa Police Service, RCMP, OPP etc.) visit to talk to
the students about their daily routines, experiences, and expertise.

Forensic Labs – Everything from Blood Spatter evidence to Fingerprinting is covered once
a week .  Students generally enjoy this part of the course the most as it is hands-on learning
at its finest.

2. Police Services and Fire Protection (IDC4O)

This follow-up course to the Grade 11 Police Sciences, provides an opportunity for students
to experience and study two careers of Emergency Response: Police Officer and
Firefighter.

Fitness: Students will prepare and train for both Police and Firefighter standard fitness
tests, which are taken at the end of the semester. (P.R.E.P. and C.P.A.T.)

Police and Fire Theory: Both the roles of police officers and firefighters in our
communities will be examined. An emphasis will be placed on the technical knowledge
necessary to become a suitable candidate for a college program in these areas of study.

Course fee: $200
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Visits from professionals in the field have proven to be valuable and popular and will
continue to be an area of focus each semester.

Labs: These activities promise to be the highlight of the students’ week as they learn from
the professionals, the skills and knowledge they need to progress to the next level.

Crime Scene and Criminal investigation procedure as well as Fire Behaviour and Fire water
stream theory are examined in real-life situations.

3. Health Care (TPJ3C/TPJ4C)

This Course offered to both Grades 11/12 will allow students to examine the third career of
Emergency Response: The Paramedic.

Students will be able to appreciate this challenging yet rewarding career within the
classroom environment.  Students taking the course will have a chance at receiving their
First Aid and CPR certification. Areas of interest include using equipment to measure vital
signs, learning human anatomy and physiology, and training for the fitness readiness test at
the end of the semester (C.P.A.T.). This course prepares helps students realize what is
needed to become a paramedic or nurse and will feature professionals in the field that will
come in and share their knowledge and experience.

This course is filled with hands on activities:

● learn to use a stethoscope properly

● learn to measure blood pressure

● Blood typing Activities

● WHMIS certification

● First Aid and CPR certification
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